Interior Cleaning  Recreational Vehicles

We’re ready to make RV’s the cleanest they’ve
ever been….
Most RV’s have floors, bathtubs and showers to clean, but little storage room to
bring along the essential cleaning supplies to maintain the unit. Also, the strain on
being on one’s hands and knees and reaching above your head to get to those
corners and hard to reach corners is difficult, however Dakota Supplies has a
solution for the RV enthusiast, the moppitt®.
The moppitt® is compact design, lightweight, and efficient to use with an
extendable handle adjustable to multiple heights. The cleaning POD is
pre-moistened with interior cleaning solution and is attached to the pole or the
Hand-Held. Saves time and storage space for cleaning supplies.
Once used, the soiled pad can be ejected without ever touching the mess. Designed
for cleaning bathrooms, floors, tables, counters, cupboards, and any hard surface,
the moppitt® allows the RV owner the tool to keep everything feeling new, fresh,
and clean.
We want to be part of the routine that makes your world better, healthier, and
cleaner. And, the more you use moppitt®, the more you will enhance the experience
for your family.

Address the mess in three simple steps
ATTACH CLEANING POD
to POLE or HAND-HELD
ready to clean

CLEAN MESS
without touching mess

EJECT / RECYCLE
without touching
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About our Product
Increased Hygiene |Safety | Time | Storage Needs | Sustainability
Extendable Mop, Hand-Held, and Cleaning PODS

Hygiene

Compact design with extendable handle for multi-height cleaning. Use with PreMoistened cleaning PODS – no extra chemicals required. The unit stores easily
in a cupboard or hangs in a small closet in the compact storage bag.

Reduce the risk of flu and cold
like symptoms by maintaining
the cleanliness of your RV.
Put aside the ineffective oldstyle mops or the use of
paper products.

Extendable Pole Mop

Time

Safety
Reduce slips, trips and falls
of family and guests.
Ensure family don't touch
unsanitary messes or get
down on hands and knees
to clean.

Enhance your RV travel
experience by better
equipping yourself with
tools that can be easily
stored and used.

Hand-Held with moist
cleaning pad attached

PODS ready to use with
industry approved cleaning
fluid. Puncture lid with pole
or hand-held to open, attach
pad, discard cup in recycle.

Sustainability

Asset Management
Maintain your RV with
improved cleaning tools
that will make your unit
look new for years to come.

PODS are recyclable
(future bio-degradable)
and are infused with
interior cleaning fluid.

Storage Bag

About Dakota
Dakota Supplies Inc. based in Calgary, is a privately-owned corporation specializing in designing innovative products for a variety of
industries including commercial transportation, emergency medical services, and home consumers. The moppitt™ family of cleaning products
were designed specifically to address occupational health and safety.
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